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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

CA GOVERNOR “COW FART”
Demands “Cow Farts” Be controlled!

12/13/16 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate alert:

Governor Jerry “Moonbeam Cow Fart” Brown Okays bill to control “cow farts”.

As I wrote in my Dec 5, 2016 Daily Action Alert, titled, “MR. MOONBEAM JERRY BROWN Still Not Eligible to Be Governor” Brown is NOT ELIGIBLE TO BE GOVERNOR!

The California Constitution restricts ANY individual from serving more than two terms... PERIOD! The Constitution simply states, “No Governor may serve more than 2 terms.”

So the unconstitutional-COW-FART-BROWN is up to his usual bogus cow-farting-lies.

He claims that he was “grandfathered-in” as the cow-fart-governor (Huh?) and the constitution does not apply to him... (Where in the Constitution does it say that?)

And besides, there are several illegal aliens serving in the California Legislature. These are the gas-passers we REALLY need to expel and regulate - - not poor cows!
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